Join Us! Protest at 99 Cents Only Stores Headquarters

Support local grassroots environmental justice organizations to protest toxic chemicals in our communities.

FEBRUARY 11, 2020 @ 11AM
MEET @ 10:30 AM
99 CENTS ONLY STORES HEADQUARTERS
4000 UNION PACIFIC AVE. COMMERCE, CA 90023

The Campaign for Healthier Solutions was formed by Coming Clean and the Environmental Justice Health Alliance to encourage dollar store chains to protect their customers and the communities in which they operate - and grow their businesses - by implementing corporate chemical policies to identify and phase out harmful chemicals in the products they sell, and stock locally and sustainably grown healthy foods.

We recently tested baby food bought from 99 Cents Only Stores and found that it contained lead, cadmium, arsenic and mercury. 99 Cents Only Stores promised to meet with us, but they haven't. We are holding this protest so they address toxic chemicals in their stores.

For more information, contact us at nzapata@comingcleaninc.org